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Abstract  

Spectrum utilization has remained an issue in the era of telecommunication due to the 

exponential and rapid growth in spectrum based mobile telecommunication technologies and 

advancements resulting in a huge demand on spectrum while spectrum utilization is restricted 

and under-utilized, the arrival of Cognitive Radio CR technology could make an important 

break-through towards resolving this issue, its functionality enables it to resolve the problem 

of spectrum shortage by enabling dynamic spectrum access feature, the issue of spectrum 

under-utilization is made more complicated in constrained networks such as public-safety, 

emergency and disaster response networks, where the need for deploying a reliable 

communication system is extremely high, these systems require sophisticated techniques to 

explore and utilize the available under-utilized frequency bands and enable the systems to 

dynamically access the spectrum, in this paper, we summarize existing recent advancements in 

spectrum sensing since inception to its current state, we also highlight the capabilities and 

drawbacks of narrowband and wideband SS techniques along with challenges and future 

research directions involved in their implementation. 
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1 Introduction  

The portions of the electromagnetic spectrum frequencies from 30 Hz to 300 GHz are referred 

to as the radio spectrum, the allocation of radio spectrum is allocated by the International 
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telecommunication Union ITU for a variety of radio-based technologies and applications, these 

technologies function on sold or licensed parts of the radio spectrum to operators of private 

radio transmission services such as mobile service providers, cellular networks, TV 

broadcasting stations and many others, since this recourse is a fixed resource while the number 

of users demanding access to this resource is exponentially increasing as time passes [1], the 

radio spectrum is now increasingly congested and the need for efficient and smart spectrum 

utilization is a driving and modern telecommunication trends and innovations such as CR, 

trunked radio, spread spectrum, frequency reuse and dynamic spectrum management [2]. 

The radio spectrum is divided into frequency bands, a frequency band is a small portion of the 

radio spectrum frequencies divided into frequency channels usually used for the same purpose 

[3], to prevent the interference among these bands and efficiently utilize these bands, similar 

services are allocated for the same contiguous group of bands, this is specified in the ITU 

bandplan which specifies how bands are used and shared to avoid interference and guarantee 

the compatibility of communicating devices.  

The rapid growth in the demands of wireless devices specially with the static radio spectrum 

access management created a scarcity of available radio spectrum [4]. In year 2020, more than 

50 billion of user devices will expectedly be connected around the globe, these devices are all 

wireless and are going to require an Internet access [5]. The static radio spectrum management 

will not be any more reliable and efficient to provide balanced access of this huge load on the 

internet. The reason is that static management of radio spectrum heavily allocates different 

portions of spectrum to a variety of technologies and users while leaving another portion of the 

spectrum used [6]. The inability to share the radio spectrum between different users will result 

in harmful denial of service events. Therefore, the radio spectrum scarcity is an annoying issue 

for the future of networking and telecommunication  research community that needs to be 

focused on and addressed [7]. 

 

Figure 1: Radio bands designation standards. 

One solution that has the potential to address this issue and many other issues regarding the 

radio spectrum scarcity problem is the use of CR technology [8], which was the issue of 
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concern for researchers for almost last twenty years [9]. CR technology is an intelligent 

technology that enables CR enabled wireless nodes within the network to explore “sense” the 

radio spectrum surrounding environment, these devices can then decide what frequency 

channels are possible to be utilized, and finally reconfigure their transmission parameters to 

match the availability of communication channels making sure that energy consumption is 

minimal [10]. The CR technology is all about allowing cognitive users CUs to utilize the 

unused frequency bands of the licensed Primary Users PUs while they are idle and their 

dedicated frequency channels are vacant and evacuating these channels back when the licensed 

PUs are back so as to guarantee minimum levels of interference with PUs, these portions are 

referred to as spectrum holes [11]. 

 

Figure 2: The spectrum hole concept. 

Due to the necessity of efficient radio spectrum utilization and management, a number of radio 

SSSS techniques and methods were introduced in the last few years, based on their concern 

and functionalities, these methods are classified into two directions: narrowband spectrum 

access techniques and wideband spectrum access techniques [12]. Narrowband sensing 

techniques are concerned about the analysis of only a single channel at a particular time, the 

counterpart approach is wideband sensing techniques are concerned with the analysis of a 

number of frequency channels at a time where the spectrum is split into a number of frequency 

channels and then sensed in a sequential or simultaneous fashion, it is worthy to be mentioned 

here that sequential-sensing mechanisms are unreliable, costly and impractical timely 

communications since they consume more time and energy required for high rate (ADC), on 

the other hand, simultaneous sensing approaches are also impractical since they are based on a 

large number of sensing devices and joint synchronized function, this increases the complexity 

of the communication system and cant be afforded by simple user communicating devices [13], 

this has imposed the need to minimize the high number of signal samples acquired with 

compressive sensing [14]–[18], excessive research on SS has shown that the majority of the 

frequency channels over the wideband spectrum are not efficiently utilized [19]–[21], this has 

motivated researchers to focus on compressive sensing techniques and sub-Nyquist to enhance 
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and fasten the process of spectrum sensing, which in turn will enhance the performance of the 

communication system where they are applied in [22]. 

 

2 Related Work  

A considerable number of studies have reviewed the wideband SS mechanisms including 

compressive sensing, the authors in [4] have provided a review on latest advancements of SS 

developments and approaches, they also highlighted the achievements and drawbacks 

encountered with narrowband and wideband SS mechanisms and the challenges of their 

implementations, the authors in [23] introduced a comprehensive summary of the CR 

technology outlining the phases encountered in the cognitive cycle along with various aspects 

of different SS schemes, they also outlined the applications of the targeted schemes,  the authors 

in [7] summarized the basics of radio SS in the CR technology functionality and its relevant 

issues and perspectives, they have also analyzed the SS from both cooperative and non-

cooperative approaches along with system models for few detection, also the authors in [18] 

introduced the theory of compressive sensing and studies its features and functionalities when 

employed for CR systems. In [24], the authors categorized the wideband sensing techniques 

into two categories, (i) Nyquist wideband sensing, and, (ii) sub-Nyquist wideband sensing 

along with a comparison of their fundamental features and limitations, the authors in [25] 

reviewed the SS for CR spectrum access on an opportunistic basis and its related research 

directions along with a number of its relevant aspects for SS in CR. In [26], the authors 

introduced a survey of CR sensing algorithms, they also introduced the characteristics of 

related CR system as well as the techniques that enhance sensing parameters. The authors also 

considered the use of sub-Nyquist mechanisms such as compressive sensing techniques, 

finally, the authors in [27] have reviewed a few wideband SS techniques and provided a 

classification of these techniques.  
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Table 1: Previous studies of Spectrum Sensing. 

Ref. Study issue Covered Ignored 

[4] 
SS in CR Networks  Narrow band SS algorithms. 

 Wideband SS algorithms 

 Interference minimization. 

 Sparsity level estimation. 

[23] 

SS for CR networks  CR networks. 

 Spectrum management. 

 SS modeling. 

 SS algorithms. 

[7] 

SS in CR Networks  SS techniques. 

 Elements of SS modeling. 

 Interference problem. 

 CR. 

 Sparsity level estimation. 

[18] 

Application of Compressive 

Sensing in CR 

Communications 

 Compressive sensing. 

 Application analysis. 

 Wideband SS mechanisms. 

[24] 

Wideband spectrum sensing  Narrowband sensing 

mechanisms. 

 Wideband sensing mechanisms. 

 Sub-Nyquist sensing methods. 

 Compressive wideband sensing. 

 Blind sensing. 

 Review of wideband sensing 

mechanisms. 

[25] 

SS algorithms for CR  CR technology. 

 SS concept. 

 Spectrum detection mechanisms. 

 Wideband SS mechanisms. 

 Compressive wideband sensing. 

 Blind sensing. 

 Review of wideband sensing 

mechanisms. 

[26] 

SS Algorithms for CR 

Networks 
 Categories of spectrum sensing. 

 SS algorithms and parameters. 

 SS techniques. 

 Narrowband and wideband 

sensing concept. 

 Compressive sensing. 

 Blind sensing. 

 Wideband SS mechanisms. 

 Interference minimization. 

 Sparsity level estimation. 

[27] 

Review of the spectrum 

sensing 

method 

 Wideband sensing techniques. 

 Cooperative sensing. 

 Compressive sensing. 

 Adaptive sensing.  

 Sparse basis detection. 

Spectrum sensing is the term associated with wireless devices’ ability to sense the surrounding 

environment for available spectrum communication channels. For CR networks, SS enables a 

device equipped with cognitive capability to explore its operating environment in terms of 

measuring, awareness and learning about spectrum availability and level, status and 

measurements of interference [8]. Once a vacant frequency band is found to be not efficiently 

utilized by the licensed PU at a certain instance, the cognitive users (CUs) can opportunistically 

utilize the spectrum, hence, devices can performe SS across the domains of time, frequency, 

and space, beamforming technology has advanced enough enabling a number of users to utilize 

the same frequency simultaneously  in the same area [28]. therefore, if a PU is going in idle 

mode, secondary users may be granted spectrum opportunities for using communication 

channels that are not in service. Another issue in SS is related to the angle of arrivals of licensed 
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users [7]. The PUs can also use their licensed frequency bands through spread-spectrum or 

frequency hopping, while CUs can simultaneously occupy the frequency bands provided that 

no interference to the PUs occurs, this can be attained if CUs occupy the frequency bands of 

the PUs according to an orthogonal code related to the codes being followed by the PUs [22]. 

This guarantee spectrum vacancies in code domain but secondary users’ need to be aware of 

the codes adopted by the PUs and communication parameters. This is due to the fact that the 

detection of licensed users that are active is not an easy task, many research works on SS and 

specifically on PU activity detection according to node’s measurements of cognitive users’ SS 

and channel probing to collect immediate channel information needed for the users’ devices 

which is also a critical components of CR networks. Generally, the SS cycle involves the 

performance of: (i) spectrum holes detection, (ii) identification of spectral availability, (iii) 

spatial directions calculation of the of detected signal of interference, and (iv) classification of 

signal acquired, the detection of available spectrum holes is considered to be the most critical 

task and can be performed using binary hypothesis-testing problem. Therefore, SS can be 

referred to as the exploration of vacant spectrum bands on a narrow frequency band  which 

detects the availability or in availability of PUs activity in the underlying band [29]. 

3 Classification of Spectrum Sensing Algorithms  

Spectrum sensing algorithms can be categorized to: (i) non-cooperative detection, (ii) and 

cooperative detection as shown in (Fig.3). cooperative detection algorithms are generally based 

on the detection of transmitted radios from a PU by the local observations of CUs. While non-

cooperative detection approaches depend basically on assuming that the location of the PU is 

ambiguous to the CU’s communicating device. Based on that, secondary users need to rely 

only on the detection of weak PU’s signals and perform SS only using their own local 

observations. This is because CU’s devices are not normally aware of status of spectrum 

domain around. As a consequence, harmful interference with PU s is not possibly completely 

avoided. In addition to that, PU activity detection doesn’t completely prevent a hidden terminal 

problem. There are three major schemes that are usually utilized for PU activity detection 

which are: (i) matched filter detection, (ii) energy detection, and, (iii) features detection and 

are discussed in this section. 

 

Figure 3: Spectrum Sensing Approaches. 
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3.1 Non-cooperative/Transmitter Detection Approaches 

Coherent signal detection techniques are those techniques in which communicating devices 

need to have a prior information about the status of the signal of the PU for the sake of 

comparison of a specific radio feature to the signal of the CU. While in non-coherent detection 

methods a pre-defined threshold to compare the received signal based on the characteristics 

that are not depending on information about the signal of the PU  [24]. An alternative 

classification of SS techniques can be made based on bandwidth where they can be classified 

into wideband and narrowband detection techniques [30]. The reason behind naming Non-

cooperative/transmitter detection with this name is because CR’s sensing is only capable of 

detecting a signal that is originating from transmitter of the PU. This approach of detection can 

be classified to the following:  

3.1.1 Energy Detection 

Energy detection is a common technique applied for SS to determine the activity or inactivity 

of a PU regardless of information about the status of the PU activity. It is resistant to the change 

in the PU activity since it does not require any awareness of the PU signal. In this technique, 

the received signal is used to measure the energy level of the PU  signal, and the signal in the 

channel is detected if the signal energy of this channel was found to be above than signal noise 

[31]. Basically, the component of energy detection is used to filter out the noise from undesired 

channels [32]. The samples that are produced by the filter are then squared and accumulated to 

form the energy of the signal. In the last step, the resulting value is estimated with a certain 

threshold measurement to find out if a PU is active or idle as shown in Fig 4. The challenging 

task in this technique is setting the accurate threshold which should be able to recognize the 

signal from noise. In conclusion, this approach of detecting signal energy is the easiest 

approach practically used for detecting the energy of the signal provided that a previous 

information about the level of noise is required, otherwise, the absence of this knowledge 

degrades the performance of the energy detector [33]. 

 

Figure 4: Enery detection based SStechnique. 

3.1.2 Matched Filter Detection 

The working principle of matched filter sensing techniques is based on performing a 

comparison between the received signal and the pilot samples obtained as a result of the same 

transmitting device [34]–[36]. The test statistic is calculated using the pilot samples and then 
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it is compared to a predefined threshold. If the statistic is found to be higher than the value of 

the threshold, the signal of the PU is considered to be present. This procedure is shown in Fig.5.  

 

Figure 5: Matchd filter based SStechnique. 

The threshold value is proportional to the noise signal detected in the signal which is received. 

Regarding the energy detection technique, the implementation of a threshold whose value is 

statically set can produce less exact readings due to its uncertainty of noise which is a critical 

challenging task. For this reason, the authors of [36] investigated the use of a threshold whose 

value is dynamically set for the sake of dynamic selection of the value to obtain a better 

performance  of  detection procedure adopted. In conclusion, matched filter techniques are 

reliable and their performance is optimized because few samples are needed to obtain a desired 

level of signal detection, while they are found to be extremely applicable since they usually 

require previous knowledge about the PU signal while this knowledge can’t be always 

obtained. 

Cyclostationary Feature Detection 

In this technique, the identification of PU activity signals is performed based on deterministic 

or statistical properties of PU activity signals. Generally, feature detection is performed 

according to  signal features that were extracted and hence; it can differentiate between signals 

with different features [37]. Feature detection requires more processing capabilities than other 

previous detection techniques. 

 

Figure 6: Flow sequence of the cyclostationary technique. 
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Cyclostationarity-based detectors are such an important subclass of feature detectors, these 

detectors are more reliable than energy-based detection from perspective of uncertainty of 

noise signal, this is due to the fact that noise signals are not considered as a cyclostationary 

feature [36]. In spite of that, Cyclostationary feature detection may highly be affected by 

synchronization errors producing carrier frequency and sampling clock frequency offsets. This 

feature detection technique which is interestingly applied in CR networks for SS technique 

because distinguishes the primary signal from interference and the noise signals [38]. 

Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of non-cooperative sensing techniques. 
Sensing Technique Class Advantages Limitations 

Energy Detector Sensing 

 Non-coherent. 

 Designed simply.  

 Less complex. 

 Can’t distinguish primary signal from 

noise. 

 Unable to work well with low SNR. 

 Suffers with noise uncertainty 

Matched Filter Sensing 

 Better sensing results. 

 Maximum SNR received. 

 High processing gain. 

 Requires primary network awareness. 

 primary network specifies 

computational complexity. 

 Synchronization requires a dedicated 

sensing receiver. 

Feature Detection Sensing 

 Less sensing time for energy 

detection. 

 Reliable sensing performance. 

 Good for signals with low SNR. 

 Reliable with noise uncertainty 

 Require primary network awareness. 

 Greater sensing time for to energy 

detection. 

 

3.2 Cooperative Detection 

The problem of hidden terminal is such a critical challenge in SS. It results from CR shadowing 

and also due to the negligible SNR value of the received signal, this signal is unable to detect 

the activity of the PU in a reliable manner. The functionality of CR technology is based on the 

assumption that the channel which was sensed is vacant and starts to transmit over that channel 

while the PU is still active which results in interference with the PU. Several challenges arise 

in SS which can degrades sensing reliability. Furthermore, every local SS technique has its 

own pros and cons, still, no scheme is found to be an optimal scheme for all application 

scenarios. Due to this, it is important for a number of CUs who are randomly distributed to 

cooperate in order to find a potential solution to resolve the problems arising from SS 

techniques that are locally performed. Cooperative detection simply means that multiple CR-

enabled devices are capable of cooperatively and coordinately performing the task of spectrum 

sensing. Many studies concluded that cooperative SS has a large potential to maximize the 

opportunities of fading channels detection [39]. In CR systems, cooperative sensing is similar 

to local decision making which is performed by wireless sensor nodes in WSNs, where 

decisions are locally made by each node , these decisions are then forwarded to fusion center 

(FC) to finally decide based on a certain predefined fusion rule [39]. The wireless transmission 
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medium is such a distinguishing feature between CR and WSNs. Different from WSNs, CR 

and fusion centers FCs are geographically distributed over distant locations. This results in a 

serious challenge for cooperative SS, because channel sensing -performed from PUs to CUs- 

followed by reporting channels – performed from CUs to FCs- usually suffer from fading or 

are heavily shadowed [7]. Therefore, the purpose of cooperative SS is to exploit the changes 

occurring to CU’s locations to finally come up with a unified and general decision that is to be 

utilized by all CUs [40]. Depending on the approaches used by CUs to broadcast their 

information sensed from surrounding environment, in this sensing approach two mechanisms 

of detection exist as illustrated below. 

3.2.1 Centralized Cooperative Spectrum sensing (CCSS) 

In this sensing approach, all CUs perform the sensing of the band of interest each using the 

same or different sensing techniques, and finally, these nodes share their decisions which were 

locally made via common control channel CCC to a central unit [41]. Then, the data received 

is fused to make a final decision based on the status  of the PU, centralized cooperative SS can 

be classified into both CCSS and DCSS according to the way fusion process is performed, i.e. 

the cooperative system is considered to be a centralized model if the fusion process is done at 

a central base station, while in CR ad hoc networks (CRAHNs) that employee no base station 

and hence; one of the cooperating cognitive nodes coordinates both the synchronization and 

fusion processes [42]. 

3.2.2 Distributed Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (DCSS) 

Here, cognitive nodes exchange the information sensed rather than depending on a centralized 

FC and ultimately make one global decision after repetitive trading of the sensed information. 

In this way, distributed cooperative SS systems might be cost efficient up to a higher extent 

than that of non-distributed models since their deployment and initiation don’t imply any 

dedicated infrastructure [43]. There are many cooperative SS algorithms that have been 

employed to coordinate the sensing information at different cognitive nodes, one of these 

algorithms is the discrete time gossip protocol where a CU senses a desired band during a 

particular slot of time and consequently sends its sensed data to a group of neighboring CUs 

selected at random [44]. Several dissemination strategies for sensing information between CUs 

have also been proposed , in the majority of these strategies; a single group of cooperating CUs 

share the decisions they have locally made during a particular slot of time and then a CU 

belonging to this group transmits the data received to a randomly adjacent node in his 

neighboring nodes subsequently and repetitively until sensing information is delivered to all 

CUs [45]. 
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4 Conclusion  

The functionalities of CR are able to cope with growing requirements of spectrum in next 

generation communication systems and networks, many wireless technologies and devices are 

competing to gain access to the Internet on a rapidly growing scale, this means that next 

generation communication systems and networks will confront a challenging task of spectrum 

opportunistic access that has to be addressed, in this  paper we provided a review of the recent 

advances and challenges of CR associated with SS research, a classification of SS techniques 

was provided where these techniques were categorized into cooperative and non-cooperative 

perspectives, each of which had its pros and cons, design and selection of a reliable algorithm 

for feature and spectrum detection depends highly on the area of application and the PU system, 

detection algorithms should be primarily system oriented, i.e. there is no detection algorithm 

characterized as suitable for all applications, Therefore, feature detection or matched filter 

techniques are useful whenever a specific performance is desired, while energy detection is an 

alternative feasible algorithm that aids when computational perspectives are considered. 
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